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Patricia Ann

For Conifers, Shrubs, Ornamental Trees

SWANN’S
NURSERY
Open 7 days a week

Suppliers of high quality
‘Sovereign’ turf
Landscaping, Fencing
and Forestry

Nursery on A1152, Eyke Road
Bromeswell, Nr Woodbridge
WOODBRIDGE 01394 460 127
Fax 01394 461 542
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Your magazine needs you!
Welcome to INSIDE
EYKE. This is the first
of what we hope will
become quarterly
news, views and
stories of Eyke, its
history and of the
people of Eyke - both
past and present.
However, this can
only be achieved by
YOU – by all the village folk. We need
contributions – stories, news of events,
suggestions, articles, poems – even items to
be sold or given away. We want to hear from
the people whose roots are in Eyke from way
back in the past. We want to hear from
newcomers to the village – you must have
stories to tell or hobbies that must be of
interest to others.
We have a team of dedicated volunteers
who are willing to help those with stories to

tell but little time to put pen to paper.
Talk to one of us who will help you put
articles together so that they can be
shared by the village.
The success of producing a quarterly
magazine is down to all the good people of
Eyke – no contributions, no magazine!
I would like to thank all the many people
who have helped to put this magazine
together including those who have written
articles. I wish to give an extra special
thanks to Isabelle, Judy, Katy and Jackie
without whom Inside Eyke would not have
happened.However volunteers to help
with the magazine are still needed and
always welcome. ✽
Contactfor volunteers and contributions to: Ron Cushing 195
The Street, Eyke 01394 460 775 insideeyke@hotmail.co.uk

Next edition September
Final date for submissions
18 August 20190

EDITOR’s letter
MORE TRAFFIC TO GO THROUGH EYKE?
Do Suffolk Coastal District Council’s
planners have double standards? Well it
would appear that they do. Recently a man
had enforcement action taken against him
by Suffolk Coastal District Council, together
with the threat of a £20,000 fine if he did not
remove a window for which he did not have
planning permission. Suffolk Coastal stated:
“The Council is not prepared to have its
decisions so blatantly ignored and that since
March they had new powers to take action….
This case should be a loud warning to agents,
builders and developers across the district
that we now have additional powers and will
not hesitate to use them.”
Yet there appears to be a different set of
rules when it comes to Bentwaters Park as
eykevillage.co.uk
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not one enforcement action has been taken
with regards to the various operations being
carried out without planning permission,
despite failure of the Developers to
implement Section 106 Agreements over the
past ten years. Instead, Suffolk Coastal
Planning Department has agreed that the
Developers can draw up a new Master Plan.
You may be forgiven for asking what was
wrong with the existing Master Plan that was
agreed some ten years ago? Well, the existing
Master Plan set out to protect the AONB so
put restrictions on the amount of
development to be allowed and included
Section 106 Agreements. (Section 106
Agreements are legally binding documents
that apply to the land and purchasers/
developers must comply with the
agreements. In the case of Bentwaters Park
the Agreements were to enhance and
provide amenities as well as safeguard and
protect the AONB.)
In Suffolk Coastal District Council’s own
admission, certain developments at
Bentwaters Park have deteriorated the
AONB:
2

‘Few, if any, of the enhancement measures
which were a requirement of the sale of the
site by the MOD and creation of the
community at Bentwaters has occurred and
the character of the AONB and setting of
Wantisden Church has degraded.’
The new Master Plan will no doubt seek to
remove the current Agreements and to
greatly increase development, bringing
increased traffic generation.
Last year Suffolk Coastal gave planning
permission for a power station to be built at
Bentwaters Park and this is now being
constructed within the AONB, despite this
being contrary to the Council’s own rules:POLICY AP12
In order to safeguard the quality of the
landscape within the Suffolk Coast and
Heaths Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty,
as shown on the Proposals Map, the District
Council will not grant planning permission
for any proposed development which would
have a significant adverse impact on the
landscape. Only proven national interest
and lack of alternative sites can justify an
exception.
At a recent meeting with Mr Ridley,
Planning Director for Suffolk Coastal, he was
asked whether he advised Members that
they were in breach of this regulation to
which he replied that Bentwaters Park is a
‘special case.’
Another disturbing fact is the refusal of
Rhona Sturrock – District Councillor for the
village – to agree to a meeting to discuss
traffic generation and its problems due to
increased development at Bentwaters Park.
If we cannot turn to our District Councillor
who can we turn to?
Perhaps we should keep this in mind when
next year’s elections for District Councillors
come around.
Currently there is a planning application
for a Cold War Museum being considered by
Suffolk Coastal’s planning department.
If approved this would lead to a further
increase in traffic through Eyke. ✽

Read about the Eyke Traffic Working Party
on page 10

SAVING MONEY ON THE NET

Mike Tatum
I’m hoping that over the months I'll be able
to help you make the best of your Internet
connection. So let's kick off!
I've been wearing 'goggles' since I was in my
teens and over the years have spent a
fortune, with a pair of glasses costing well
over £250 a time, however that has all
changed as the Internet has opened up the
market place and brought factory direct
prescription glasses to the consumer.
Spex4less.com is a great site which I've been
using for years, paying less than £25
including shipping. If you need a pair for
driving, reading and using the computer
then Spex4less can make quite a difference
to the weight of your wallet!
Since the government changed the laws
regarding prescriptions opticians now have
to provide you with a copy of your
prescription after an eye test without you
having to buy the glasses from them, so all
you need to do is get your eyes tested, which
normally costs around £25, get a copy of the
prescription and then put the details into the
Spex4less site.
So now we've dealt with your eyes lets
move onto your ears and talk about music.
Since downloading is pretty much the norm
these days it has caused an explosion of
music download sites all competing for your
money which has made it extremely difficult
for the consumer to find the best priced site.
To this end a relatively new site has popped
up that aims to do just that, find the best
price for the song or album that you want to
buy either via download or on CD.
Tunechecker.com will automatically search
all the main music download sites for the

best price and then
present you with a
list in price order for
both downloads and CD
purchases.
They say they only search for DRM free
downloads, DRM being Digital Rights
Management which controls how you can
use the music you download and on what
devices you can play it, so being DRM free
means you can use it how you want.
Whilst we are on the subject of music,
Spotify is a great way to listen to music
totally for free! Spotify.com /uk/ is the place
to visit and sign up for a free account. They
say there is a long waiting list for free
accounts, however my invite took less than
24hrs to come through.
Enter your email in the box and sit back and
wait. Instructions on what to do next will
drop into your email inbox. Once you've got
an account and have downloaded and
installed the Spotify player you will be able
to search their database and listen to a
wealth of music completely for free.
Spotify works on Windows and Apple OS X
computers so take advantage of free
music now!
Well that's it for this issue, but I'm already
compiling the information for the next series
of articles so make sure you grab your copy
of Inside Eyke and start saving money via the
Internet! ✽
AvanceIT Ltd takes no responsibility for the
content or services offered by the sites listed
above and are in no way affiliated with them
Avanceit.co.uk

» EVENTS Meetings of the Parish Council are held at the Village Hall and all are welcome
to come along. You can read minutes from previous meetings and future agendas by visiting
the Eyke village web site at www.eykevillage.co.uk – just click Parish News
eykevillage.co.uk
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Glorious gardening!
Clive Boot

L

ife’s funny ‘aint it! If my old dad knew I
was writing a gardening article you’d
hear him laughing all round Eyke, but
this callow youth has managed to collect
some tips along the way and loves the joy a
garden can bring. And that’s what I want to
share with you.
Firstly let’s take a look at roses. To provide
colour through summer and autumn no
plant is more labour saving, remains more
colourful, over a longer period than the rose.
The earliest hybrid tea will be in bloom with
shrub, Floribundas, climbing, rambling all
joining the party and depending on your
pruning, feeding and mulching will remain
colourful until almost Christmas. Of course
in Eyke our soil is very sandy and I was told
when I arrived here that there was no chance
of growing roses. Yes they prefer a clay soil
structure but with loads of humus dug in
(farm muck, compost) and regular feeding
they’ll bloom happily.
As summer continues don’t forget to hoe in
another fertiliser feed after the first flush of
flowers as the nutrient content of garden
compost and manure is not as great as many
gardeners imagine. About now pests and
diseases rear their heads so watch especially
for black spot fungus infection especially
when the weather turns cool and wet. This
fungus may overwinter on fallen leaves and
last years’ shoots so make sure you clear
them and if possible burn along with any
present leaves that are badly infected. I
started treating my roses with wettable
sulphur just after pruning and I can tell you
roses just love sulphur! Keep an eye open for
leaves being eaten or ‘rolled’, a sure sign of
caterpillars or sawflies (treat with spray or
dust), and use the same treatment for
aphides, the greenflies that love clustering
up stems, buds and leaves. Remove them
using plastic gloves and soapy water.
Most summer gardens will have a good
mixture of annuals – plants that complete
4

their lifecycle from seed to flower to seed
production in a single growing season, often
in a few short months. They are usually fast
growing and produce a mass of colourful
flowers. Plants known as biennials take two
growing seasons to fulfil their lifecycle and
include the Foxglove (Digitalis purpurea) which
forms its leaves in the first year and
flowering stems in the second; and
wallflowers (tip – sow the seed for next year
when you smell this years’ flowers).
A further category are perennials – plants
that flower for more than two years and
include familiar plants such as Busy Lizzies
(Impatiens) and Pelargoniums. Many garden
centres have sold these as annual bedding to
throw away at the end of the summer but
many can be overwintered as plants or as
autumn-rooted cuttings.
There’s nothing better than borders and tubs
full of Allium, Geranium, Iris, Alstroemeria,
Lily. Watch for the Scarlet lily beetle that will
happily munch your prize plants. The female
will lay clusters of 200/300 eggs! They also
like Fritillaria as a ‘starter’ earlier in the year.
By now all the spring bulbs foliage will have
withered and it’s a good idea to lift, divide
Narcissi, Crocus and Tulips every three to
four years. If you replant at once give them
(and Snowdrops) a dusting of bone meal to
help promote bulb growth.
In Summer plant’s greatest need in active
growth is a constant supply of water. No soil
ever completely dries out but as water
content falls it becomes difficult for the
plant to extract it and thus it will wilt.In this
area with light, sandy free-draining soil,
together with our coastal wind we have a
special difficulty so regular watering is
essential, but water thoroughly and then
leave alone for several days. The more mistlike the spray the better for growth and
economical water use. And baskets and tubs
will dry more quickly so water (and feed)
more regularly.
Well that’s this walk down the garden path
complete and I haven’t even mentioned
lawns, fertiliser or troublesome garden
weeds. Hopefully that will be next time, till
then, enjoy your gardening! Old Adam

such as brushes, dubbing,
polish and laces.
Most of his work came from
the Workhouse in Wickham
Market and St Audrey’s asylum
at Melton. Grandfather would
walk to both institutions once a
week collecting and delivering boots, shoes
and any other leathers needing repair or
replacement.
He would walk in all weathers across the
meadows starting down White Woman’s
Lane over Black Bridge to Loudham and
into Wickham Market.
The leather for making boots and shoes
had to be bought from Ipswich and again
granddad would walk there and back with a
heavy bag. Granddad had a friend who took
his pony and trap regularly to Ipswich
market to sell vegetables.
He always offered my granddad a lift and
granddad always refused the ride saying he
was in a hurry! Apparently, his friend would
stop at every pub on the way to Ipswich and
most on the way back…so it was quicker
to walk!
In those days the shops were very social
meeting places. The local boys would gather
outside the shop hoping for a new hob for
their spinning tops. One cheeky boy said to
my grandfather, “Did you see the cart full
of monkeys go through the village?”
My grandfather replied “I expect you
were the one that fell off at the back!” ✽

THE OLD COBBLERS SHOP
David Fisk
Southdene, the house
I live in, was built
between 1800 and 1850;
originally it was a small
cottage with two rooms
up and two down. My
grandfather Mr
Richardson, who came
from Bredfield, bought
the house to set up his cobblers business. As
you can see from the pictures above, not a lot
has changed.
He added on an extension at the front to be
used as a cobblers shop and an extra
bedroom above. Mr and Mrs Richardson had
five children, all born at Southdene, they all
attended Eyke School and three of the girls
married in Eyke church.
Our present sitting room was grandfather’s
shop and workroom which customers
entered from the door on the main road.
Inside he had a counter with his desk and
chair behind and a workbench holding his
tools, lasts and leathers.
The front window was used to display
boots, shoes, gaiters and buskins he had
made which were for sale, also various items

» Does your house have a story to tell? We’d love to hear your stories about now and then, so why
not get in contact? Next month, what it was like growing up at The Elephant & Castle
eykevillage.co.uk
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News from the school
We have 121 children at the school at
the moment and are continuing to do
very well. We have five classes and
children enjoy working with their
class teachers and teaching
assistants. It is also lovely to have lots
of parents who come in to help with
reading and swimming and so on.
SWIMMING NEWS
Our pool is now open for use for the
season and we will have lessons every
day until October. This means all of
our children learn to swim and they
really enjoy being in the pool. The
pool is also used for a community
swim group and for a Triathlon Club
which is fantastic.
OfSTED INSPECTION APRIL 2010
We have just had an OfSTED
inspection where we are visited by
inspectors who check our work and
progress. The report will be published
by the 19th May and then we will have
a chance to look at all the good things
we are doing and improve areas they
have suggested.
DATES FOR DIARIES
Summer Fayre, 25th June,3-5pm
There will be lots of stalls and games
to play. The event will be opened by
our drumming club and will be great
fun! Do come along and support
the school.
Celebration Assembly, 22nd July, 2pm
Leavers books will be presented to
our Year 6 children. These are funded
by the village charity fund and are a
lovely memory for our oldest
children to treasure as they move
on to High School.

All Saints Church, Eyke
This church, according to
Simon’s Suffolk Churches
(suffolkchurches.co.uk
/eyke.htm), is one of the
most fascinating in Suffolk,
and it is my privilege to
preside at services there
and to be your vicar.
Two of the previous vicars
of Eyke, father and son, the
Reverends Darling, held
this living for 80 years, from
1859 to 1939.
The son, who took over in
1893, had a passion for woodcarving. He taught his
parishioners the skill at night classes in the village
school. Between them, the villagers produced the
benches, font cover, organ case, chapel screen and
reredos (the screen behind the altar table). If you
look at the bench ends, you will find the Darling's
pet dog, and some other unusual animals,
including a squirrel and a penguin.
The key hanging on the wall opposite the door as
you enter the church is a copy of the original
which is now in the British Museum. A close look
at the part which would be inserted into the
keyhole shows the shapes of the letters I - K - E, an
alternative spelling of Eyke.
Nowadays the key is differently-shaped, and
used every day to unlock the church in the
morning. I am very grateful that Mervyn
Whitmore undertakes to do this every day, and
make it secure every evening. This is a real service
to the village.
The church is open for anyone to call in during
the day. It is a place for quiet reflection, to pray,
give thanks, to grieve, to be still with God and
receive His healing and His peace.
There is a service of Holy Communion at 9am on
the first and third Sundays of the month, although
this pattern may alter on special occasions, and I
am available to call on at any time to discuss
weddings, baptisms and other pastoral matters.
The Revd. Janice Leaver, The Vicarage, 11 Walnut Tree Avenue,

Mrs Wendy Kelway, Headteacher,

Rendlesham IP12 2GG. Tel: 01394 460 547;

Tel: 01394 460 328, ad.eyke.p@talk21.com

revdjleaver@googlemail.com
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PARISH COUNCIL NEWS
Jackie Pooley

P

arish Councils came into being with
the Local Government Act of 1894
which established these elected
bodies in mostly rural areas. They have
certain tax raising powers, and are the lowest
tier of local government. Parish Councillors
have an intimate knowledge of their local
area, and are thus best placed to offer advice
on matters finally decided by the District or
County Council. This is not to say that the
advice is taken, of course, and over the years
in Eyke there have been some frustrating
issues, especially in matters of planning,
where the PC is always asked to comment,
but often feels ignored.
All PCs have to operate within strict legal
guidelines, and in recent years there has
been a drive to make them – and their clerksa fully professional and accountable tier of
government. A register of members’ interests
has to be completed by all councillors at the
start of their term of office, and at each
meeting any interest in any agenda item
must be declared and recorded. PCs are not
paid, but can claim expenses. The secretarial
work of the council is carried out by the
clerk, who is paid and who usually is also
the rather grandly titled Responsible
Financial Officer. Occasionally, the clerk is
also a councillor, and in that case receives
no salary.
Eyke PC meets six times a year, on the
second Monday of every other month at 7pm
in the Village Hall. The AGM is one of these,
and is held in May. Extra meetings are called,
if required, for example to discuss planning
applications. If there is a good reason,
meetings can be held without the public
being invited, but this is rare, in my
experience. All meetings are advertised in
good time on the notice boards, and on the
village website and are open to the public,
who have an opportunity to raise issues in
the Public Forum, which is held in every
meeting. Anyone can ask for an item to be
put on the agenda by contacting the clerk at

least ten days in advance.
Eyke PC is responsible for looking after
various elements within the village. The PC is
the trustee for the recreation ground, on
behalf of the people of Eyke. In 1993, there
was a cost to the village of almost £600 in
solicitor’s fees when travellers had to be
evicted from the camp they had set up there.
The PC, instigated by our late councillor
Henry Fooks back in the mid 1990s,
purchased the land and created the car park
next to the school.
At the time there were a few dissenting
voices in the village - people who could not
see the need for it - how times change: the
comment now made frequently is that it is
not big enough. Among its other
responsibilities are the upkeep of the bus
shelter, which last year cost about £900 to
refurbish, and the village green. Although
the green belongs to Sir Michael Bunbury, the
PC leases it annually for a peppercorn rent
and is responsible for its upkeep, along with
the village sign.
Many people will not be aware also that the
parish owns all the street lights in Church
Lane, and has to pay for their maintenance
and the electricity used.
You may wonder where the money comes
from to fund this: well, it comes from you,
the residents of Eyke through your council
tax. Each year, when the dreaded bill arrives
from SCDC, you will see the element of it
charged to you to support the PC. All the
councillors are very aware of their
responsibility in this direction, and the
council tries to budget prudently and spend
carefully, only requesting what it really
needs from Suffolk Coastal.
The PC itself consists of seven members,
elected for a four-year term, with the next
election taking place in 2011.The current
councillors are: John Fleming, chairman;
Richard Adams, vice chairman; Isabelle AbuHejleh; Canda Atkinson; Ron Cushing; Sandy
Sutch; Mervyn Whitmore.
To contact the council, you can contact
me on 01394 461275 or by email to
jackiepooley@eykevillage.co.uk or speak to
any councillor. ✽
eykevillage.co.uk
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Down on the farm
C

hurch Farm lies in the middle
of the village and is central to
its daily life. I run the farm
with my mother, Monica, and am
the third generation of Flemings to
do so, though part of the farmhouse
John Fleming and
dates back as far as 1725.
his team had their
Job Fleming arrived in Eyke from
hands well-andIreland in 1908 when he rented and
truly full recently,
worked Limes Farm. He bought
herding his cows
Church Farm in 1912 when he
through the village
married Maud Churchyard, a
schoolteacher, and the Fleming
family have been there ever since.
Job worked the farm with six men,
building up a herd of dairy and beef
cattle, later helped by his son Vesey.
My father, Vesey, took over from Job
and incorporated the land at Mill
End with Church Farm, continuing
mixed farming including cereals,
maize and sugar beet, though still
specialising in beef cattle.
8

Church Farm comprises 700 acres
with on average 550 head of cattle –
120 milkers and the remainder beef
cattle. Today my mother, Monica
Fleming, lives in the farmhouse
while my wife Fiona and I live at
Mill End. Due to mechanisation and
changes in farming methods, the
farm is now worked by only four
men, with a fifth helping out at busy
times. The Friesian milking cows
spend the summer in the lush
pastures by the Deben but are
housed at Church Farm during the
winter. Twice a year the herd is
walked through the village, to and
fro the pastures. The cows seem to
know where they are going as they
race out of the farm gate like
bullets from a gun before heading
for Castle Hill and on into the
fields. Traffic through the village is
stopped for the event but the cows

move so quickly that everything is running
again within a few minutes.
I raise all the calves born to our Friesians,
each cow usually having one calf which
remains with its mother for 48 hours before
being removed to a separate pen. The calves
are fed milk for eight to nine weeks and the
Friesian heifers kept as replacement stock.
The farm has owned a succession of bulls,
each with their own character. One bull for
some reason took a deep dislike to me and
one day I found myself in the meadows alone
with this bull, but without a stick. It would
seem that the beast felt this was his great
opportunity so he charged me – I was forced
to nip through the stream to safety, getting
wet in the process!
The beef cattle are raised in the huge sheds
on the farm where they are fattened for
market over a period of fourteen months.
They are fed on barley and concentrate, as
well as hay. They make plenty of noise when

their biological clocks tell them it is close to
feeding time – woe betide me if I make them
wait! At the end of 14 months the cattle are
taken to the slaughterhouse near Bungay
on a Monday; ten animals are sent each
week whenever possible. Replacement
beasts come from either Surrey or Ashford
markets. ✽
See how they run
Visit Eykevillage.co.uk for more pictures of this season’s Cow Run

Photos courtesy Ron Cushing

The cows seem to know where they
are going as they race out of the farm
gate like bullets from a gun

eykevillage.co.uk
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THE EYKE TRAFFIC
WORKING PARTY
Isabelle Abu-Hejleh

I know many will
agree, traffic, from
a noise, vibration
and safety point of
view, is definitely
the downside of
living here. And the
problem is getting
worse.
We got together and drew up a list of safety
and traffic calming measures which were
willingly signed by at least 80 members of
the village! Not long after the Eyke Parish
Council Traffic Working Party was formed...
Since then we established our principals
and policies which were endorsed by the PC
and we have had several meetings with the
three outfits who have a say in traffic
matters, namely SCDC Planning
Department, Suffolk CC Highways
Department and the Police.
SCDC has a lot to answer for where traffic
through Eyke is concerned. Since the MOD
sold Bentwaters its redevelopment has
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subjected us to ever increasing numbers of
cars, vans and HGVs streaming through the
village at all hours. At first we were consoled
by conditions and restrictions included in
the Section 106 Agreement or original
Masterplan, drawn up at time of purchase.
This we thought, would protect the area,
which is a designated Area Of Outstanding
Natural Beauty and also limit development
and thus the amount of traffic generated.
Not a bit of it.
In what appears to be a blatant double
standard when it comes to planning
permission, SCDC have a very strict
enforcement policy for the man in the
street and a completely different set of
ground rules when it comes to developers.
At meetings with Mr Ridley, Head of
Planning, we have expressed our deep
concern at what is going on.
No planning permission for so many of the
businesses on the old airfield, degradation of
the area around Wantisden Church and in
complete contravention of their own Policy
AP12, permission for the creation of a power
station in an AONB – subject to satisfactory
development of a “new Masterplan”!
Under the umbrella of this new MP,
currently being drawn up by the developers
themselves, all the unauthorised operations
and carrying on will be conveniently made
legal and who knows how much traffic will
suddenly become come completely
acceptable (to Suffolk Coastal)
Traffic calming in the village is an ongoing
issue and we are currently negotiating with
Suffolk CC Highways re various possible
safety improvements (see website). Lack
of money is the main impediment though
we have been advised that the developers
themselves should be approached
for funding.
Very sadly Eyke has been put in an
impossible position and its layout makes
most traffic calming measures unworkable.
One improvement SCC did
say they would look into was alternative
accesses to Bentwaters Park ie via The
Butley Gate. This would certainly lighten
the load on The Street. ✽

HOW ABOUT THE WI?
Jenny Groom
Have you ever thought of joining the Ufford WI?
Well now’s the time!
We have a meeting at 7.30pm
on the second Tuesday of
every month in the Church
Hall in Ufford.
On moving to this area, I found the WI an
excellent way of making friends locally and,
no, it is not all about Jam and Jerusalem –
in fact we only sing that once a year at the
Annual Meeting!
We usually have an interesting speaker
attend the meeting, and we also have a
Birthday Party in March and a Christmas
Party in December which involves some
truly delicious food!
There is a visit to the Aldeburgh Theatre in

August with fish and chips first. We have a
Walking Group in the warmer months and
try to tie it in with a pub lunch, and there is
an Art Group, a Book Club and a Healthy
Living Group.
If enough interest is shown in a particular
craft we can organise a workshop. Through
the Suffolk East Federation we have a lot of
opportunities to visit interesting venues or to
take part in various activities such as craft,
cooking or sports days.
If you are interested in attending a meeting
to see what goes on (at a cost of £2), please
give me a call on 01394 420 608. ✽
Jenny Groom, Oaktree Drive

» Do you belong to a group in the area your neighbours might like to hear about. Did you know your
events can be advertised for free on the village web site and in the monthly newsletter?

How did I end up here?
It is almost 17 years since the Americans
locked the gates of Bentwaters &
Woodbridge airbases and departed this little
corner of Suffolk after more than 40 years.
I’m sure at the time many of the locals said,
“Good riddance, about time”.
However, as a retired US airman having
lived in this area for almost 38 years I would
like to believe that many more felt a twinge
of sadness that an era had come to an end.
Many local people have daughters, sisters,
granddaughters that married American
servicemen. They and others probably have
some happy memories of their times with
the long-term ‘visitors’.
Many in the area lost their jobs directly or
indirectly because of the closure. It can't
have been an easy time for them. I belong to
several online websites dedicated to the

former airbases. It amazes me to have so
many people contact me when they find I
live in Eyke.
They all say the same thing –
Bentwaters/Woodbridge was the best
assignment I had during my military
career; I still miss the area and it’s people.
They want pictures and updates on their
favourite places, pubs, etc.
The comments I receive from former US
airmen who were here dating back to the late
1950s onwards shows just how special this
part of Suffolk really was to these visiting
men and women with the ‘funny accents’.
In the coming editions I hope to tell you a
little bit of what life was like living and
working on ‘Little America’ and why after
retirement I chose this as my home. ✽
Ken Cook, Church Lane
eykevillage.co.uk
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Ann’s Corner: my days as a nurse
When I left school
I decided that I
wanted to be a
nurse, despite my
family being
convinced that
I would never
complete the threeyear course. They were wrong!
I joined Queen Mary’s Hospital for
Children in 1951. About 15 other girls
started at the same time and we quickly
made friends. The staff accommodation was
in four blocks, where we each had a room. I
always thought that looking at the buildings
from the outside it could have been a prison.
The hospital was made up of bungalows,
each holding two wards, though there was
only one block where acutely ill patients
were nursed. There were no pretty ward
names, instead letters and numbers.
The teaching methods were quite different
from those today. To start with we went into
the Preliminary Training School, an unused
ward where we were taught the elementary
uses of bandaging and equipment that we
would need when we went on the wards.
There were three tutors, one middle-aged
lady with greasy hair and another middleaged lady who was so bandy-legged that she
would have found it difficult to stop pigs in
a narrow passage.
There was also a male tutor who said
‘umm’ at the end of every sentence. After
three months of this tutoring we were all
sent to different wards and only met up
when off duty.
At that time there was a great deal of
tuberculosis and polio. Queen Mary’s
Hospital was so well known for its excellent
treatment methods that it received patients
with polio from far and wide. In the first
acute stage of poliomyelitis the child has a
high temperature and is highly infectious.
Yet, only one of our group contracted the
disease, which affected her left arm.
Fortunately, she made a full recovery.
12

First Cap

After the acute stage the affected part of
the limbs were treated with hot flannel-type
material which was placed on the affected
limb every four hours. These flannels were
brought into the ward in something that
looked like a spin dryer, having been
plugged into the mains long enough to
become steaming hot, though not hot
enough to burn.
The next treatment was physiotherapy
and swimming in a pool of warm water in
the physiotherapy department, from where
the children were collected by the hospital
ambulance and delivered back to the
ward after their treatment.
This routine was carried out daily, because
the treatment was so successful the hospital
received children from all over Europe.
I remember two children who were so
seriously ill that they had to be treated in an
iron lung in order to breathe. Yes, unfortunately there were some who did not make it
and at those times the entire staff felt sad.
It was at this time that penicillin first
came into use and was so precious that the
children’s urine had to be collected and
processed in order that the penicillin could
be used again!
At this time my husband, Stewart
Downing, had friends at St. Mary’s Hospital,
Paddington and they would often meet at a
nearby pub where Sir Alexander Fleming
also relaxed. Stewart well remembers talking
to him and that Sir Alexander rarely smiled –
he was a dour man! Next time I’ll tell you the
treatment for tuberculosis. ✽ Ann Downing

THE EYKE CHARITIES
Mike Foster
Did you
know...and it is
more than likely
that the majority
of the villagers do
not, that a small
local charity has
been active in the
village since the
late 19th century.
According to the
first Minute Book,
the text of which is recorded in superb
copperplate handwriting, the Charity was
formally established at the first meeting of
the Trustees held at Eyke School Rooms on
Saturday, 12th March 1881.
It would also appear from the first recorded
minutes, by reference to a past Trustee, that
there had been some charitable activities in
the village prior to that date.
Present at the first recorded meeting were
The Right Honourable Lord Rendlesham,
Rev. J.G.Darling, Mr. A.J.Smith, Mr. J.Collins
and Mr. W.Thompson (Churchwardens) and
Mr. J.H.Cook. Mr. J.Collins was appointed
Clerk to the Trustees.

Chocolate Crunch
Maria Hassan
The first question I am
usually asked when I tell
people I am a school cook is:
Do you still make chocolate
crunch? Yes and it is still one
of the children’s favourites.
Both recipes are enough for
20 portions, enjoy!

Next time Sticky Toffee
Pudding...

Rev. Darling was elected as Chairman and
declared that the Committee were willing to
act as ex officio Trustees of the Eyke Town
Lands and Sir Michael Stanhope Charity of
Masons Charities. By reference to these other
charities it would appear that these were the
source of income during the early days of
The Eyke Charities.
The Eyke Charities is a registered charity
with the Charity Commission. The Articles
of Memorandum registered with the Charity
Commission states that the Charity sets out
to assist education & training, relief of
poverty and religious activities. The
beneficiaries are children, young, elderly
and old people.
In effect, the beneficiaries were and still are
the Eyke local primary school, elderly people
over the age of 80, widows and widowers and
All Saints Church at Eyke.
The Eyke Charities are the beneficiaries
of six separate investments arising from
legacies dating back to the Charity’s
inception. The small investment income is
currently managed on the Stock Market by
CCLA Investment Management Limited
based in London.
Michael Fisher (Chairman), Mike Foster
(Treasurer), Mervyn Whitmore (Secretary),
Revd. Janice Leaver, John Fleming, June Fooks
and Katie Lucas are the current Trustees. ✽

340g self-raising flour
340g plain flour
340g sugar
40g cocoa powder
Vanilla essence, just a few
drops
340g melted margarine
2 eggs
Melt the marg, and add all
the ingredients into a large
bowl or mixer and mix well.
Put into a flan type dish,
sprinkle with extra sugar
and bake at 180Oc for 2030mins (depending on how
crunchy you like it). Leave to

cool for five, then cut into
portions and serve with
chocolate sauce, for which
you will need...
1.8 lt milk
50g cornflour,
40g cocoa powder
70g sugar
Combine the cornflour,
sugar and cocoa powder
with a small amount of
milk, mix into remainder
of milk and heat gradually,
stirring continuously until
thickened
eykevillage.co.uk
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Eureka City, courtesy of
the Barberton Museum,
archival number 06/3309

An Eyke family in Africa
Rod Sherwood
My father died when I was quite young, however by the time
I was ten I had become aware that my grandfather, John
Sherwood, formed an intriguing part of the myth and legend
that surrounds the early scramble for gold along the eastern
edge of the Transvaal Boer Republic
John Sherwood reached the
goldfields from the Colony of
Natal with the first rush of
prospectors in 1883 but,
unlike his companions,
decided to make his money
providing shelter and
refreshment for the growing
throng rather than searching
for gold. By 1885 he had built
a hotel in the hills above the
Sheba mine. Eureka City, the
settlement that sprang up
around it, flourished in the
next 10 years and then
slowly died in the typical
way that prospecting towns
often do. Within 30 years it
14

had all but disappeared.
Today, nothing but scattered
rocks, crockery shards and
one or two broken walls
remain – along with the
legends and stories of the
heady days when “hope and
expectation” filled every
mind. “Jock of the Bushveld”,
“French Bob”, “The Irish
Gang” and “Cockney Liz”
all coloured the history of
the eastern goldfields at
this time.
However, it is only in the
last 10 years (as historical
records have become easily
accessible on the Internet)

that it has been possible to
get a more complete picture
of John Sherwood – and his
Eyke connection.
When I first began my
search, I had little to go on.
I knew that Philip was a
family name (both my father
and brother had been given
the name); I knew that my
grandfather described his
trade as butcher, that his
death certificate recorded
his approximate date of
birth and his place of origin
as Ipswich. In the late 1980s
I was in London for a short
time and took a day to visit
St Catherine’s House to see
find details of my grandfather’s birth. The exercise
produced nothing but did
taught me where to look.
However, in about 2005 I
realised that many of the
records I had attempted to
access at St Catherine’s
House were available on the
Internet – and so began what
was to become a compelling
journey. I remember very
clearly the day I opened the
page from the 1861 census
for the first time and realised
that the15-year-old
butcher’s boy living at 21
Loudham Lane in Wickham
Market was the same person
who, about 20 years later
would leave the quiet Suffolk
villages forever to compete
for fortune in an alluring but
unforgiving jumble of rocky
hills in Africa.
But who were the people

who made up this family?
Inevitably, in discovering
documents like this, one
finds answers to some
questions but also
encounters many new ones.
This is what makes the study
of family history an
endlessly fascinating
exercise. Even the scant
evidence we have,
nevertheless often pieces
together a tantalising
glimpse of their world - and
sometimes that of their
neighbours.
And that brings me to Eyke.
As time went by and my
enquiries continued, I
discovered that John
Sherwood’s earlier ancestors
had close connections to
Eyke. These are best
explained as follows:
> John Sherwood, b 1845,
Wickham Market, died in
the Colony of Natal, later
part of South Africa
> Father Philip
Sherwood, b 1820,
Wickham Market, died
Wickham Market
> Father William
Sherwood, b 1796, Eyke,
died Wickham Market
> Father John Sherwood,
b 1761, farmer, married
Sarah Gross of Eyke
> Father John Sherwood,
b 1735, Eyke, farmer,
married Ann ? of Ufford,
owned land and property
in Pettistree and perhaps
Eyke.
Much still needs to be
discovered concerning the

early Sherwoods – I have no
idea, for example, which
parts of Eyke these families
farmed – nor do I know
enough about the children
born to them – or the origins
of Sarah Gross whose name
suggests that her family was
probably of German
extraction.
Which brings me to a last
point about family history
research – it is currently
quite easy to access records
on the Internet for the period
1837 to 1911 but it is more
difficult to follow family
history that predates that
period – unless, of course,
you live near the relevant
Public Records Office.
If that is the case, you
should be easy to access
Parish, Tithe and other
records that would not
normally be available online.
Living further away, as I do,
simply means that
expanding my knowledge of
the 18th century Sherwoods
will take a little longer.
Nevertheless,

whether in England or
elsewhere, I become more
and more convinced of the
importance of such enquiry
– not just for the rewards it
grants the enquiring eye –
but mainly because our
ancestors deserve to be
remembered. In their own
lifetimes they probably
thought there was nothing
significant about them – but
there is.
They lived in a world
without social security.
Most families were large and
space and resources were
limited. Daughters and sons
were making their way as
apprentices or in service by
15 or 16. Some did well,
others fell on hard times.
It was a rather unforgiving
world and one comes to
admire the self-sufficiency
and resolve of the people
who lived in it.
So, why not switch off your
TV for an evening and find
out who your great
grandparents were. All
eight of them!! ✽

The Eyke census (1841-1891) can be found on the
village site: eykevillage.co.uk If you know something
of your ancestors, why not tell the story here?
eykevillage.co.uk
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SIMON’S PORKERS
Simon Sutch
A cat will look down to a man. A dog will look up to a
man. But a pig will look you straight in the eye and
see his equal...
hat was Winston Churchill’s view of the
domestic pig (Sus domestica) and who
are we to argue? If you have a piece of
spare ground, 150 square yards or more and
you fancy growing your own food I can
heartily recommend getting a couple of pigs.
They will taste lovely, won’t cost a great deal,
you will know exactly what has gone into the
food on your plate and the whole process will
bring a lot of fun.

T

First things first; get an electric fence!
Your average porker wants to emulate Steve
McQueen’s bid to get to Switzerland so keep
‘em in with a fence. The whole set-up won’t
cost much more than £100 and will last
for years.
Once a weaner has had a couple of run-ins
with the electric monster it very quickly
learns the path of least resistance. Just try
and ignore the noise the first time!.
An eight-week-old weaner will cost you
£40-50 and apart from a secure compound
will need a weatherproof house/hut
complete with straw to make himself
comfortable. Pigs are sociable animals
so getting at least a couple is fair.
A diet of pignuts supplemented by greens,
16

fruits and anything else the authorities allow
nowadays will soon have your weaners
looking more and more like porkers.
By the time they are six months old, they
will weigh in at about 80 kilos and be ready
for the long haul to Bungay. You don’t have
them for very long so enjoy the four months.
Bungay is the nearest slaughterhouse and
whilst the day you take them probably won’t
be the chirpiest in your life they are very
professional and experienced and the
process is very smooth and quick.
It will cost you about £20 a pig and then
you either do the butchery yourself or use a
butcher to prepare the meat the way you
like it.
Then you really can enjoy the fruits of your
labour. The meat will taste magnificent and
you will wonder how the supermarkets
manage to remove so much taste from
their offerings.
That is it really. There are two other aspects
worth mentioning. To have any livestock on
your ground, you need a CPH number which
you get from DEFRA.
Once armed with your CPH number you
need a pig herd number and this you get
from the Animal Health people in Bury St
Edmunds. To move pigs on and off your land
you need animal movement forms that the
Trading Standards people at Suffolk CC
supply. It’s easy.
Finally and importantly, pigs are a real
laugh and have a joie de vivre that will
brighten the hardest of hearts. They are
certainly as intelligent as a dog, certainly
have senses of humour and respond well to
touch and being sprayed with the hosepipe.
If anybody would like any help in setting
up pigs I’d be happy to help get in touch via
the magazine. ✽
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Marble •
Mosaic Specialist
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Smithfields, Melton,
Woodbridge, Suffolk IP12 2PY

Tel: Woodbridge
01394 382 067
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01394 460221

In print and
on the web
50p where sold

EyKe SToRes
ADVERTISE HERE
For just £20 per issue, four times
a year, advertise your business
Contact: insideeyke@hotmail.co.uk

inside eyke

Lottery, phone top-ups, newspaper
deliveries to surrounding areas,
fresh milk and bakehouse bread
every day
Locally sourced ham, cheese, bacon
and a freezer stocked with Lowestoft
fish, fresh fruit and vegetables daily
Why not pop in? You’ll be surprised
how much you can save!

5am-7pm 7 days a week

useful info and dates

Village
hall
The village
hall is
available for
bookings, so why not get in
touch with Mike Fisher on
01394 460 494?

New Parish Councillors
You can find details of our two
new Parish Councillors on the
web site at Eykevillage.co.uk

Web site latest
New on the Web site include a
weekly weather widget, a new
search engine
to help
navigate the
now hundreds
of pages, plus
weekly event
and news updates. You can also
find all the parish council
minutes on there, and every
month we add the Newsletter.
You can also read this magazine
there, as well as two year’s
worth of Warblings. This month
there are also new galleries of
more pictures from stories in
this edition. Have you got news
or events to tell your fellow
villagers should hear about?

Eyke Fete Sunday 18th July 2.30pm
The 2010 Fete will be held in the Rectory garden thanks to the
continued support of Oliver and Nicola Brigginshaw and their
family. There will be the usual stalls including the sale of cakes,
produce, White Elephant, teas and burgers. Entertainment will
include a live band and, hopefully, the Eyke School will play their
African Drums. There will be games of skill and chance in the
form of bowling and putting and the up to eight-year-olds can
play on the bouncy castle. Tickets will be also available for the
Summer Draw. Please come along on what has been for many
years the major opportunity for the village to get together.

Useful numbers
SCDC
General enquiries 383789
Refuse and recycling
444000
Planning enquiries 444403
Council tax enquiries
444855
Rhona Sturrock
District councillor 411082
Rosemary Clarke
County councillor 412178

Suffolk County Council
08456 066 067
Suffolk Police – nonurgent 01473 613 500
Community Police Officer
Andy Warne 01473 613
500
Gas emergencies
0800 111 999
Village hall bookings
Mike Fisher 460494

Eyke school
460328
Pre-school enquiries
420654
Rev. Janice Leaver
460547
Church warden
Mike Fisher 460494
Mobile library
07736 007604

church services for june-july
All Saints, Eyke
1st
Sunday

Holy Communion
9am

2nd
Sunday
3rd
Sunday
4th
Sunday

St Gregory's
Rendlesham

Holy Communion
9am
Holy Communion
9am
Morning Prayer
9am
Taize
8pm

St Felix
Rendlesham

St Michael & All Angels
Tunstall

Worship Together
11am

Holy Communion
11am

Worship Together
11am

Family Service
11am

Family Service
11.00am

Holy Communion
11am

Holy Communion
11am

Morning Prayer
11am

Fifth Sundays, Festivals and Services for Wantisden, plus more seasonal detail, see church
noticeboards and village web site/newsletter. Team Vicar: The Rev. Janice Leaver 01394 460 547.
revdjleaver@googlemail.com
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